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A Young Father dies tragically . . then returns unexpectedly from a Life after Death At last, a NDE

book about a manâ€™s life after death experience, one that penetrates far beyond just death,

revealing answers to many of life and deathâ€™s most puzzling questions. For example, as a boy

he wondered why a loving God would create him, and then, should he die, send him in hell for even

one errant thought!He also wondered why children from heathen countries were sent to eternal

damnation, if Jesus really loved all the little children of the World.  Or sometimes he just wondered 

why a such loving God even needed a Hell? These were but a few of the questions troubling the

author as a boy, questions no one in his parents small country church, could answer. So in time he

just drifted away, eventually becoming a nonbeliever.  Over 20 years later, a Stanford doctor

diagnosed a terminal condition, giving him 5 months to live, then sending him home to die. (Chap 2)

However, as non-believer with no belief in life after death, he had no fear of dying, expecting nothing

after death. A few months later when he did die, Boy! was he ever surprised! . . . and wrong! First,

he found that after life, death is not the end of anything! Secondly, he didnâ€™t end-up in Hell either!

An After Life Story of a Near Death Experience that was actually an After Death Experience. Be

there as he struggles to breathe one minute, falling through space toward the light, the next.  Be

there, as his stark terror turns to stunned amazement when he is greeted by his loving grandfather

and Butch, his favorite childhood dog, tail thumping in greeting; both central characters in a

Rockwellian part of his childhood.(Chap 2 & 7) And be there, as he is sent back to his life for the

same reason so many others are now being sent back, to tell their story; to tell people that death

isnâ€™t the end, just an amazing new beginning! Then finally, be there as answers to his many

questions are revealed, answers that change him forever.What one Reviewer said after reading this

after life experience. Dec. 17, 20145.0 out of 5 stars - Great Work! By SAM EAST - Verified

PurchaseAs an MD, I had cared for a number of patients who shared their personal Near Death

Experiences with me, before I read Dying to Really Live. Prior to reading it, I had already read most

of the books written by Physicians on NDE...by Kubler-Ross,Weiss, Newton, PMH Atwater, and

others. I have come to understand what they, and the Author of this book, have described is a

common universal experience, slightly moderated through their own perspectives.Great work!Sam,

MD While what he saw, learned and did, changed his life forever, don't buy this true-life account

unless you are prepared to question much of what you were taught in Sunday school. However,

before you go, consider how, out of the millions of books on , something led you to this one! . . . and

for that reason, you may be interested in how a similar gentle nudge, led the Author to his

life-altering book. During his original Life after Death Experience, before he was sent back, he was



told to be alert for any inner nudges, and if he alert he'd be led to a special book. Once back, he

eventually found a most unusual book, in a most unusual way, by following the coincidences and

faint nudges from his inner guidance. (Chap-15) That book became his constant companion, and is

something he'll be sharing here.So, if something been nudging you, prepare for a life changing

experience! But be aware that such inner prompting, fades quickly and if ignored, may not soon

return. So, don't wait, scroll to the top and get your copy now!
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I met Duane in college in 1958, where we discussed The Meaning of Life, Spirituality vs.Religion,

and Why Are We Here?, as we drank beer in a car behind our fraternity house. Duane has always

pushed me to become my "Best Self" through his observations about my personna. Twenty five

years ago he taught me my most meaningful technique; the walking meditation, which I do to this

day. As an MD, I have cared for dozens of patients who shared their personal Near Death

Experiences with me, before I learned that Duane had his own, described in this book. I have read

most of the books written by Physicians on NDE...by Kubler-Ross,Weiss, Newton, Melvin Morse,

PMH Atwater, and others. I have come to understand that they and Duane have described is a

common universal experience, slightly moderated through their own individual perspectives. Great

work! Sam, MD



This is a different take on life and afterlife, and it comes from actual experiences. Whether you

ultimately choose to agree or disagree with this author's framework, it's worthwhile to contemplate

alternative theories about the meaning of life; and this is a new one.

I find it very difficult to grade this book. I feel two parts of me in conflict:There is the part of me that

fully enjoyed reading the book, almost non stop, feeling the intensity of my eyes and mind as I was

following the text on the screen, being fully absorbed in the content and with intense interest in what

is coming after each paragraph or page - it is such an easy and pleasant reading, spiritual content in

a fiction-style book.There is also the part of me that looks for new information, new experiences,

a-ha! moments or a deep personal benefit from a book; this part of me has not been fully satisfied,

partly because I was already familiar with the ideas I was reading about and partly because in the

end I felt that the message is unfinished, with further reference to a book (or books) that is coming

next.May I repeat that that the book is enjoyable (interesting content, pleasant arrangement of text

with short paragraphs, rich dialogues, and a nice vivid flowing narration style) and does contain

(artfully inserted) deeper (spiritual) messages that make it serious and valuable. So my overall

impression of it is positive.I just felt that the expectations I formed from reading the introduction and

first chapter(s) were not fully satisfied when I finished it. The "educational value" of the book

depends, of course, on the background of the reader.Could I be missing something if I had not read

the book? Certainly, no.Have I just wasted my time by reading it? Certainly, NO! I cannot forget how

it caught my interest from paragraph to paragraph, in some chapters.Would I read it again? No; for

me, once was enough.

Fascinating read! I've read other books on this subject and found this very insightful and consistent

with what I've learned on near death experiences. Being from Southern Oregon I also enjoyed the

locations he mentions in this book in his growing up years. I would recommend this book for anyone

interesting in knowing more about near death experiences.Betsee Lawson

I can confirm with Duane Smith that dying is not the end of one's life. I am a fellow NDE person. At

different times, both Duane and I have traveled to a far away place in the universe. We both

experienced total and complete love. Duane's trip was much more extensive than mine. His main

message in his book is that of HOPE for the aged, dying and the eternally inquisitive. Dying is not

death, it is the beginning to a whole new, wonderful life. Read Duane's enjoyable, positive book.

Afterward, you will acknowledge that it is literally OUT OF THIS WORLD!



This is an insightful, highly readable presentation of events that led the author to a series of

remarkable latter-day epiphanies about the meaning of life and what comes after. The book is full of

surprising perspectives for anyone who has wondered about what happens after death.

I never believed in anything after death, no afterlife or anything, but when I read this book it makes

me, for a minute, believe completely. Even if you don't believe while reading it, this book is a

wonderfully written and it is a unique take on the afterlife and life itself in fact. It is a journey through

a man's life and experience with death and what comes after. The world would be a better place if

every word were true, which it very well may be. Even if the afterlife does not interest you, Duane's

life is an amazing story of triumph over circumstance and making success from nothing, along with

finding out what in life really matters. I became good friends with the author after reading an early

piece of this very book. His words touched me so deeply even though I wasn't a believer. This man

has lead a remarkable life that should be shared. He is also a wonderful person and friend as well

as an amazing author. I highly recommend everyone read this book no matter what your beliefs, it

will prove worth the effort.

I HAVE KNOW DUANE SMITH FOR 40 PLUS YEARS....I HAD DUANE SMITH FOR A GUEST

SPEAKER IN A "CREATIVE VISUALIZATION AND GOAL SETTING CLASS AT SOUTHERN

OREGON UNIVERSITY........DUANE TALKED ABOUT HIS NEAR DEATH AND AFTER DEATH

EXPERIENCES. ...THE COLLEGE KIDS WERE SO EXCITED WITH HIS PRESENTATION THAT

THEY STAYED AFTER CLASS FOR SEVERAL HOURS WANTING TO HEAR MORE...SOME

YEARS IT TOOK "WEEKS" TO SATISFY COLLEGE KIDS.....HE ALWAYS STARTED BY ASKING

THEM TO WRITE THEIR LIFETIME AND AFTER DEATH GOALS.....20, 10 , 5 AND YEAR

GOALS...HE ALSO SPEAKS OF HIS "LAST LIFE" IN GERMANY AND GETTING SHOT AND

KILLED IN GERMANY....AND....AND...GET THIS.....MET HIS WIFE IN A PREVIOUS

LIFE....OBVIOUS, A VERY INTERESTING AUTHOR.......FROM BOB RIEHM, RETIRED

PROFESSOR OF HEALTH AND WRESTLING COACH AT SOUTHERN OREGON

UNIVERSITY.....ALMOST FORGOT....EVERY TUESDAY AFTER WRESTLING PRACTICE,

WOULD HAVE THE WRESTLING LIE DOWN AND "TRY TO GET IN A STATE OF SEMI AWAKE

AND SEMI AWAKE...I ALSO HAD DUANE SPEAK TO THE WRESTLER ABOUT SETTING

GOALS...
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